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Enmotus Partners with Colfax to Provide Advanced Feature 
Hybrid Storage Systems Based on Standard Server Platforms 
 
FuzeDrive™ software enables Colfax to provide complete advanced tiered storage solutions that compete with 

expensive, proprietary brand hybrid arrays. 

 

Aliso Viejo, CA – Nov 12, 2014 – Enmotus, a storage hybridization software company, today announced a 

partnership with Colfax International, a leading provider of fully-customizable, high-performance computing solutions. 

The partnership will focus on market development and joint promotion of hybrid storage solutions using Enmotus’ 

FuzeDrive storage hybridization software.   

 

 “Colfax’s expertise in high performance computing systems is synergistic with Enmotus’ storage hybridization 

software value,” said Gautam Shah, CEO of Colfax International.  “The ability to create true hybrid storage solutions 

utilizing high speed flash, along with the flexibility to match the size of the tiers to specific user needs, allows us to 

deliver high performance flash solutions at lower costs,” added Shah. 

 

FuzeDrive next generation hybrid storage software is compatible with both Windows and Linux operating systems 

and transforms standard X86 storage servers into virtualized storage platforms.  The block based MicroTiering™ 

technology reacts to dynamic access patterns in real-time, alleviating the need for user intervention.  Sophisticated 

visual management tools allow easy monitoring of system performance, and advanced features such as file pinning 

allow critical files to be locked to the high-speed storage media.   Free trial versions of the software are available at 

www.enmotus.com.   

 

“Our partnership with Colfax will allow us to expand our presence in domestic markets,” said Andy Mills, CEO of 

Enmotus Inc.  “Colfax’s ready to go HPC solutions have a strong reputation in Fortune 1000, educational institutions 

as well as Government applications.  We are delighted to be working with Colfax in addressing the storage and 

performance requirements of these customers,” added Mills. 
 



See Colfax at Supercomputing 2014 (Booth 1047) being held in New Orleans on November 16-21. 

About Colfax International 

Colfax International is a leading provider of innovative and expertly engineered workstations, servers, clusters, 

storage, and personal supercomputing solutions. Ready-to-go Colfax HPC solutions deliver significant 

price/performance advantages, and increased IT agility, that accelerate your business and research outcomes. 

Colfax International's extensive customer base includes Fortune 1000 companies, educational institutions, and 

government agencies. Founded in 1987, Colfax International is based in Sunnyvale, California and is privately held. 

For more information, please visit www.colfax-intl.com.  
 
 
About Enmotus 

FuzeDrive intelligent storage hybridization software eliminates the complexities of integrating multiple classes of 

storage media, including flash, hard drives and memory class storage.  Our virtualization and real-time tiering 

technology creates true hybrid storage solutions, which dynamically moves frequently accessed data in real time to 

high-speed storage without user intervention, delivering leading performance per dollar metrics.  FuzeDrive 

accelerates high performance applications such as databases, analytics, and video processing, as well as content 

delivery solutions. For more information, please visit www.enmotus.com.  
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